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Nearly 4 years before the release of God of War , we got a taste of The Guillotines, an unsuccessful
Chinese war epic adaptation of God of War, following the efforts of Minggeneral Qi Jiguang (Vincent
Zhao) and commander Yu Dayou (Sammo Hung) to defeat an army of Japanese pirates and Ronins

led by Kumasawa (Yasuaki Kurata), and that has beenpillaging the Chinese coastline for the
enrichment of a Shogun whose son Yamagawa (Keisuke Koide) is among thepirates but disapproves

of their treatment of civilians. General Qi enlists local peasants and trains them into a new and
better-equipped army. Jiang Zhu'er (Zhu Chen), a seasoned soldier in the North Army, has lost his

beloved wife to a horde of yellow poisonous bees. Heartbroken, he attempts to cover up his
melancholia by sneaking into a catatonic young woman's room to shoot her. But the young woman,
the mute daughter of the Empress Dowager Chen Huimin, feigns death to throw Jiang off. He is then

recruited as the Empress Dowager's personal bodyguard. When the Empress Dowager is
assassinated, she reveals that Jiang was part of the conspiracy. Forced to flee, he seeks the help of
his old friend Wu Xiaoling in the Yunlou Mountains. There, they encounter the female assassin Dian

Huanqiu (Wang Xueqi), who is in turn encountered by Wu and Tian Zhi, the last survivors of the
Guillotines. The Guillotines is an intense historical drama set against the backdrop of the 17th

century Japanese pirate raids in China. A group of Japanese pirates and Ronins led by Kumasawa
(Yasuaki Kurata), and that has beenpillaging the Chinese coastline for the enrichment of a Shogun
whose son Yamagawa (Keisuke Koide) is among thepirates but disapproves of their treatment of
civilians. General Qi enlists local peasants and trains them into a new and better-equipped army.
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